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ge_girl_survey_violence_2017

Field Question Answer

Stats

note_intro_gs GE Girl Survey  

Welcome to the SurveyCTO Form Version of the Girl Survey for the Girl Empower Project Endline resurvey.

Administrative Questions

note_A_admin_gs A. Administrative Questions Please complete the following questions before speaking with the girl.

team_gs (required) A1a. Team Number
Select from the list below.

1 Team 1

2 Team 2

3 Team 3

4 Team 4

5 Team 5

teamlead_gs (required) A1b. Team Leader
Select from the list below.

10 Georgina B. Wright

20 Teta yah Dolo

30 Kheema G. Dolo

40 Nan P. Johnson

50 Team 5

enumerator_gs (required) A2. Surveyor
Select from the list below.

11 Amu J. Achampon

12 Erma Yah Dolakeh

13 Kemah Y. Buhman

14 Princess Jackson

15 Karbi Pay-Bayee

21 S. Maskim Sanoe

22 Trudy Gweh

23 Hawa A. Kromah

24 Nelly Boe

25 Patience Swen

31 Margret Z. Johnson

32 Alice M. Noah

33 Massah Jabateh

34 Josephine S. Duawo

35 Lisa L. Yancy

41 Charlyn Y. Quabo

42 Irene Y. Worgee

43 Gbaper Dahn

44 Beatrice Kparkah

45 Ella l. Findley

51 Evangelyn Snoh

52 Ruffina Koluba

53 Arja Dayal

54 Nanya Sudhir

55 Dack

district_gs (required) A5. District Name (2015)
Select from the list below. This is the district we have listed for this respondent.

district_num_ts district_ts

village_gs (required) A6. Village (2015)
Select from the list below. This is the village we have listed for this respondent.

village_num_ts village_ts

girlidnumber_gs (required) A7. Girl
Select from the list below.

girlidnumber_key gname_ts

relocated_gs (required) A8. Has the girl relocated from [villagename_gs]? 1 Yes

0 No

relocated_county_gs (required) A8a. What is the new county?

Question relevant when: ${relocated_gs} = 1

county_num county

relocated_district_gs (required) A8b. What is the new district?

Question relevant when: ${relocated_gs} = 1

district_num district

relocated_village_other_gs (required) A8d. What is the new village/community?
Please enter the name of the village carefully

Question relevant when: ${relocated_gs} = 1

hhphonenum_gs (required) A9. Enter the household phone number
Phone number the girl could be reached on. <br/>(888: Don't know, 999: No Response)

Response constrained to: ((string-length(.)>=10 and string-length(.)<=10) and not(regex(.,'^(.*)[\p{Alpha}](.*)$')) and

not(regex(.,'^(.*)\s(.*)$')) and not(regex(.,'^(.*)[\p{Punct}](.*)$'))) or (.='888') or (.='999')
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hhphonenum2_gs (required) A10. Alternative phone number
888: Don't know, 999: No Response

Response constrained to: ((string-length(.)>=10 and string-length(.)<=10) and not(regex(.,'^(.*)[\p{Alpha}](.*)$')) and

not(regex(.,'^(.*)\s(.*)$')) and not(regex(.,'^(.*)[\p{Punct}](.*)$'))) or (.='888') or (.='999')

correct_girl (required) Is the photo in the photobook the same person you are talking to? 1 Yes

0 No

end_wrong_photo_note End of survey. Please find girl who matches this photo.

Question relevant when: ${correct_girl} = 0

Consent

Group relevant when: ${correct_girl} = 1

introlanguage (required) Do you speak Mano, Gio, Mandingo or any language other than English? 1 Mano

2 Gio

3 Mandingo

4 Other

5 No, only English

preferlang (required) I can use audio recordings to ask you questions in this language instead of English. Would you want that?

Question relevant when: ${introlanguage} <4

1 Yes

0 No

noteintrolanguage Okay, I am going to play some audio recordings in the language you selected for each question. Please listen carefully. I

can play them again as many times as you want, and I can also change back to English any time you want.
Enumerator, check if the volume on the recording is fine for the girl when you start playing the recording in the next question.

Question relevant when: ${preferlang} =1

consent (required) Hi, my name is ____. I am here today because we sat with you for a survey some time ago during which you provided

us with some very useful information. So first of all thank you again for your time.

If you don't mind I would like to ask you some of those questions again. We are doing this because we know the survey

was long and some questions were difficult to answer so we just want to make sure we marked down everything

correctly. This won't take more than 15 minutes of your time.

Your participation is voluntary, if you don’t feel like answering some questions, you are not force to answer. You can

stop talking to us any time you want to and nobody will do anything to you for not talking.

Again, I say every answer you give will be secret, nobody will know or hear about it.

Would you feel comfortable to talk to us?

1 Yes

0 No

no_consent Thank you very much anyway, I wish you a great day.

Question relevant when: ${consent} = 0

consent_question (required) Do you have any questions for me? I would like you to make sure we address all your questions before we start.

Question relevant when: ${consent} = 1

photo_consent (required) Can I take your picture again? Yes/No

Question relevant when: ${consent} = 1

1 Yes

0 No

picture_gs (required) [ENUMERATOR: PLEASE TAKE A PICTURE OF THE RESPONDENT. MAKE SURE THE PICTURE IS CLEAR]

Question relevant when: ${photo_consent} =1

Full Survey

Group relevant when: ${consent} = 1

introduction Thank you very much for sitting with me once again.

Your answers will be helpful for us.

To start, I just have a few questions about you.

Full Survey > Introduction

Group relevant when: ${consent} = 1

note_B_dob_gs B1b. What is your date of birth? By this I mean day, month, year.

daybirth_gs (required) B1b. Day
Please enter 888 for don't know

Response constrained to: (. > 0 and . < 32) or . = 888

monthbirth_gs (required) B1b. Month
Please select don't know for don't know

1 January

2 February

3 March

4 April

5 May

6 June

7 July

8 August

9 September

10 October

11 November

12 December

888 Don't know
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yearbirth_gs (required) B1b. Year
Please enter 888 for don't know

Response constrained to: (. > 1997 and . < 2005) or .=888

highgrade_gs (required) B6. What is the highest school grade that you completed? 1 Nursery

2 K1

3 K2

4 Grade 1

5 Grade 2

6 Grade 3

7 Grade 4

8 Grade 5

9 Grade 6

10 Grade 7

11 Grade 8

12 Grade 9

13 Grade 10

14 Grade 11

15 Grade 12

16 Did not attend school at all

17 Post Secondary formal

888 Don't Know

999 No Response

currmarried_gs (required) O1. Are you currently married or living with someone as if married? 0 Never married

1 Yes married and living with

husband

2 Yes married but not living

with husband

3 Living with a man/boyfriend

as if married

4 Divorced

5 Separated

6 Widowed

888 Don't Know

999 No Response

fav_gs (required) S1. What is your favorite thing to do in your village?
888: Don't know, 999: No Response

makehappy_gs (required) S2. What is something you do regularly that makes you happy?
888: Don't know, 999: No Response

note_B_end Thank you for answering these questions.

I am now going to ask you more questions about yourself on some bad things that maybe happen to you before.

Please remember that I will keep all the answers you give as a secret and it will remain between you and me.

I know these questions might be hard to answer so please take your time and let me know if you are not happy about it.
Enumerator please make sure that you are alone with the girl. You must ensure privacy, if there is anyone else please ask them to

leave.

Full Survey > Violence

Group relevant when: ${consent} = 1

P1_a_yes (required) P1. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone ever hit, slapped or kicked you, or done anything bad to hurt you

before?" You said "[P1]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone hit, slapped, kicked you, or done anything bad to you

that hurt you?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

This means that if ANY of these things happened to you since that time to today, even from a close family

member/close friend your answer should be "yes."
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${P1} = "Yes"

1 Yes

0 No
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P1_a_no (required) P1. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone ever hit, slapped or kicked you, or done anything bad to hurt you

before?" You said "[P1]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone hit, slapped, kicked you, or done anything bad to you

that hurt you?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

This means that if ANY of these things happened to you since that time to today, even from a close family

member/close friend your answer should be "yes."
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${P1} = "No"

1 Yes

0 No

P1_b (required) P1. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone ever hit, slapped or kicked you, or done anything bad to hurt you

before?"

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone hit, slapped, kicked you, or done anything bad to you

that hurt you?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

This means that if ANY of these things happened to you since that time to today, even from a close family

member/close friend your answer should be "yes."
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${P1} = "889"

1 Yes

0 No

Q1_a_yes (required) Q1. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, male or female, ever touched you in a sexual way, by which I

mean your breast, buttocks or private areas, without your permission, but did not try and force you to have man and

woman business with them?" Your answer was "[Q1]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, touched you in a sexual

way, by which I mean your breast, butt or private areas, without your permission. Of course, they touched you to these

places but they did not try to force you to do man and woman business with them?"

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

Touching without permission includes being fondled OR pinched OR grabbed, OR touched against your permission

directly or through clothing. This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend

your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q1} = "Yes"

1 Yes

0 No

Q1_a_no (required) Q1. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, male or female, ever touched you in a sexual way, by which I

mean your breast, buttocks or private areas, without your permission, but did not try and force you to have man and

woman business with them?" Your answer was "[Q1]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, touched you in a sexual

way, by which I mean your breast, butt or private areas, without your permission. Of course, they touched you to these

places but they did not try to force you to do man and woman business with them?"

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

Touching without permission includes being fondled OR pinched OR grabbed, OR touched against your permission

directly or through clothing. This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend

your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q1} = "No"

1 Yes

0 No

Q1_b (required) Q1. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, male or female, ever touched you in a sexual way, by which I

mean your breast, buttocks or private areas, without your permission, but did not try and force you to have man and

woman business with them?"

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, touched you in a sexual

way, by which I mean your breast, butt or private areas, without your permission. Of course, they touched you to these

places but they did not try to force you to do man and woman business with them?"

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

Touching without permission includes being fondled OR pinched OR grabbed, OR touched against your permission

directly or through clothing. This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend

your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q1} = "889"

1 Yes

0 No
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Q2_a_yes (required) Q2. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, ever tried to do man and woman

business against your will, but did not succeed?" Your answer was "[Q2]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone,man or woman, boy or girl,tried to do man and woman

business against your will, but did not succeed?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

In other words, they did not succeed in making you have man and woman business. This means that if these happened

even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q2} = "Yes"

1 Yes

0 No

Q2_a_no (required) Q2. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, ever tried to do man and woman

business against your will, but did not succeed?" Your answer was "[Q2]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone,man or woman, boy or girl,tried to do man and woman

business against your will, but did not succeed?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

In other words, they did not succeed in making you have man and woman business. This means that if these happened

even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q2} = "No"

1 Yes

0 No

Q2_b (required) Q2. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone man or woman, boy or girl, ever tried to do man and woman

business against your will, but did not succeed?"

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone,man or woman, boy or girl,tried to do man and woman

business against your will, but did not succeed?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

In other words, they did not succeed in making you have man and woman business. This means that if these happened

even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q2} = "889"

1 Yes

0 No

Q3_a_yes (required) Q3. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Have you ever had man and woman business with anyone, man or woman,

boy or girl, after they pressured you in a non-physical way?" Your answer was "[Q3]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, have you had man and woman business with anyone, male or

female, after they force you in a non-physical way?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond: if girl hesitates or does not respond:

For example: by repeatedly asking for sex, OR using their influence/authority over you, for example, saying they will

give you bad grades OR that they will have you arrested, OR doing things like telling you lies, making promises about

the future they knew were untrue, threatening to end your relationship, giving you money or gifts, OR threatening to

spread rumors about you?

This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q3} = "Yes"

1 Yes

0 No

Q3_a_no (required) Q3. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Have you ever had man and woman business with anyone, man or woman,

boy or girl, after they pressured you in a non-physical way?" Your answer was "[Q3]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, have you had man and woman business with anyone, male or

female, after they force you in a non-physical way?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

For example: by repeatedly asking for sex, OR using their influence/authority over you, for example, saying they will

give you bad grades OR that they will have you arrested, OR doing things like telling you lies, making promises about

the future they knew were untrue, threatening to end your relationship, giving you money or gifts, OR threatening to

spread rumors about you?

This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q3} = "No"

1 Yes

0 No
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Q3_b (required) Q3. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Have you ever had man and woman business with anyone, man or woman,

boy or girl, after they pressured you in a non-physical way?"

From that time when we give you the cream till now, have you had man and woman business with anyone, male or

female, after they force you in a non-physical way?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

For example: by repeatedly asking for sex, OR using their influence/authority over you, for example, saying they will

give you bad grades OR that they will have you arrested, OR doing things like telling you lies, making promises about

the future they knew were untrue, threatening to end your relationship, giving you money or gifts, OR threatening to

spread rumors about you?

This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q3} ="889"

1 Yes

0 No

Q4_a_yes (required) Q4. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, ever physically forced you to do man

and woman business with them without you saying yes?" Your answer was "[Q4]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl physically forced you to

have man and woman business with them without your permission?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

By physical force, I mean things like being pinned OR held down OR use of violence like pulling your hair OR pushing

OR shoving OR punching OR using or threatening to use a weapon, OR threatening to physically harm you or a loved

one.

This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q4} = "Yes"

1 Yes

0 No

Q4_a_no (required) Q4. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, ever physically forced you to do man

and woman business with them without you saying yes?" Your answer was "[Q4]".

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl physically forced you to

have man and woman business with them without your permission?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

By physical force, I mean things like being pinned OR held down OR use of violence like pulling your hair OR pushing

OR shoving OR punching OR using or threatening to use a weapon, OR threatening to physically harm you or a loved

one.

This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q4} = "No"

1 Yes

0 No

Q4_b (required) Q4. Remember when we met you the first time and gave you the cream, meaning more than 2 years ago the time ebola

was finishing from Liberia.

At that time we asked you this question: "Has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl, ever physically forced you to do man

and woman business with them without you saying yes?"

From that time when we give you the cream till now, has anyone, man or woman, boy or girl physically forced you to

have man and woman business with them without your permission?

Enumerator pause and then prompt if girl hesitates or does not respond:

By physical force, I mean things like being pinned OR held down OR use of violence like pulling your hair OR pushing

OR shoving OR punching OR using or threatening to use a weapon, OR threatening to physically harm you or a loved

one.

This means that if ANY of these happened even from a close family member/close friend your answer should be yes.
Enumerator make sure to emphasize since more than two years ago.

Question relevant when: ${Q4} = "889"

1 Yes

0 No

traumashow 0 this is the trauma score
<strong>Enumerator do not read this out loud </strong>

Full Survey > CRIES8

Group relevant when: ( ${trauma}_endline > 0 or ${trauma} = 1) and ${consent} = 1
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note_both You are doing really well! Thanks for answering these questions so far.

I want to remind you again that if you don't want to answer a question, you can tell me that you want to skip the

question.

Also if you want to talk to someone about this questionnaire and how it made you feel, we will share this information at

the end of the questionnaire.

I am going to read a list of comments made by people after stressful life events. Thinking about all the stressful events

that you have reported to us, can you please tell me how frequently these comments were true for you during the past

seven days?

Question relevant when: ${trauma} = 1 and ${trauma_endline} >0

note_baseline You are doing really well! Thanks for answering these questions so far.

I want to remind you again that if you don't want to answer a question, you can tell me that you want to skip the

question.

Also if you want to talk to someone about this questionnaire and how it made you feel, we will share this information at

the end of the questionnaire.

I am going to read a list of comments made by people after stressful life events. Thinking about the stressful events you

reported when we saw you more than two years ago towards the end of the ebola crisis, can you please tell me how

frequently these comments were true for you during the past seven days?

Enumerator please explain if needed: "By stressful events, I mean things we talked about in the previous section that

make you worried or troubled."

Question relevant when: ${trauma} = 1 and ${trauma_endline} < 1

note_endline You are doing really well! Thanks for answering these questions so far.

I want to remind you again that if you don't want to answer a question, you can tell me that you want to skip the

question.

Also if you want to talk to someone about this questionnaire and how it made you feel, we will share this information at

the end of the questionnaire.

I am going to read a list of comments made by people after stressful life events. Thinking about the stressful events you

have just reported to me, can you please tell me how frequently these comments were true for you during the past

seven days.

Enumerator please explain if needed: "By stressful events, I mean things we talked about in the previous section that

make you worried or troubled."

Question relevant when: ${trauma} = 0 and ${trauma_endline} > 0

thinkevent_gs (required) R1. In the past seven days, did you think about these events even when you don’t mean to? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

removeevent_gs (required) R2. In the past seven days, did you try to remove these from your memory? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

feelingsevent_gs (required) R3. In the past seven days, did you have strong feelings come to you about these events? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

remindersevent_gs (required) R4. In the past seven days, did you stay away from places or situations that remind you about the event? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

talkevent_gs (required) R5. In the past seven days, did you try not to talk about these events? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

picturesevent_gs (required) R6. In the past seven days, did pictures about it pop into your mind? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response
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otherthinkevent_gs (required) R7. In the past seven days, did other things keep making you think about these events? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

notthinkevent_gs (required) R8. In the past seven days, did you try not to think about these events? 0 Not at all

1 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

5 Often

999 No Response

Full Survey > PTSD

Group relevant when: ${consent} = 1

note_score3 CRIES Score is [ptsd_score_gs]
<strong>Enumerator do not read this out loud</strong>

note_warning3_gs WARNING - Level 3

READ: “You indicated to me that you have experienced difficult situations, where you were forced to do things that you

did not want to do.

According to the Liberian Law, we are required to offer a referral to a child protection officer.

We have arranged for the IRC to discuss with you about options for support, if you want.

Would you like us to contact IRC on your behalf? You can also contact IRC directly."

Question relevant when: ${ptsd_score_gs} < 18 and ( ${P1_a_yes} =1 or ${P1_a_no} =1 or ${P1_b} =1 or

${Q1_a_yes} =1 or ${Q1_a_no} =1 or ${Q1_b} =1 or ${Q2_a_yes} =1 or ${Q2_a_no} =1 or ${Q2_b} =1 or ${Q3_a_yes}

=1 or ${Q3_a_no} =1 or ${Q3_b} =1 or ${Q4_a_yes} =1 or ${Q4_a_no} =1 or ${Q4_b} =1)

note_warning4_gs WARNING - Level 4

READ: “You indicated to me that you have experienced difficult situations, where you were forced to do things that you

did not want to do.

According to the Liberian Law, we are required to offer a referral to a child protection officer. You also told me about

certain difficult thoughts and feelings that you have about these events.

We have arranged for the IRC to discuss with you about options for support, if you want. I think that this could be helpful

and I encourage you to speak to someone about this.

Would you like us to contact IRC on your behalf? You can also contact IRC directly."

Question relevant when: ${ptsd_score_gs} >= 18 and ( ${P1_a_yes} =1 or ${P1_a_no} =1 or ${P1_b} =1 or

${Q1_a_yes} =1 or ${Q1_a_no} =1 or ${Q1_b} =1 or ${Q2_a_yes} =1 or ${Q2_a_no} =1 or ${Q2_b} =1 or ${Q3_a_yes}

=1 or ${Q3_a_no} =1 or ${Q3_b} =1 or ${Q4_a_yes} =1 or ${Q4_a_no} =1 or ${Q4_b} =1)

end_note That was the very last question I had for you. Thank you so much for taking the time to complete this interview, I realize

that some of the questions were difficult.

Often, in answering questions such as these, people find that there are issues they would like to discuss further with

someone who can give them additional information or support.

We don’t want to leave anyone with concerns that we might be able to help with. Before I leave, I want to let you know

that you can contact me or other members of the research team at any time with questions or concerns. You can also

go to a local health and psychosocial care providers to discuss the issues you talked about with me today.

I can give you a referral list if you would like.

[ENUMERATOR: Leave the care facilities contact list with her. If she does not want to take the list, inform her that she can

contact the research team at any time for assistance.]
Enumerator, give the girl the referral pathways and explain it.

end_question Is there anything you would like to add or ask me?
Enumerator, give the girl the signed consent form now.

end2_note Have a great rest of the day and thank you again for your time

Enumerator Notes

Group relevant when: ${correct_girl} = 1

end1 (required) END1. Did the respondent appear to understand the questions? 1 None of the time

2 Rarely/One one time

3 Sometimes

4 Often

5 All of the time

end2 (required) END2. Was anyone else present during any part of the interview? 1 Yes

0 No

end2b (required) END2B. Who was this person?
State relation only

Question relevant when: ${end2} = 1

end2c (required) END2C. Did this person interfere with the interview?

Question relevant when: ${end2} = 1

1 Yes

0 No

end2d (required) END2D. If "Yes", describe

Question relevant when: ${end2c} = 1
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Field Question Answer

end3 (required) END3. What was the setting in which the interview took place? 1 Quiet, private

2 Some noise, semi-private

3 Noisy, people around

end4 (required) END4. Overall, how was the respondent’s interest in the interview? 1 Very high

2 Above average

3 Average

4 Below average

5 Very low

end5 (required) END5. Does the respondent need a referral to any service providers? 1 Yes

0 No

end6 (required) END6. Was the survey conducted in a local language?
Mark "Yes, all key questions" if all the main questions of the survey were in a local language, even if administrative information and

greeting were in English

1 Yes, all key questions

2 Yes, partially (a few questions)

3 No, not at all

end6a (required) END6a. If yes, which language was the survey conducted in?

Question relevant when: ${end6} =1 or ${end6} =2

1 Mandingo

2 Mano

3 Gio

4 Other

end6b END6b. Please specify other

Question relevant when: ${end6a} =4

gps GPS location
Please record the gps location

comments_gs COMMENTS:
Enumerator, please provide any comments that might be helpful to our understanding the data collected on this survey (e.g. if you

feel the girl was not being truthful, if the girl seemed upset or agitated, if you felt uncomfortable in anyway, etc.).


